
SURF Cultural Advisory Committee ACTION PLAN 
Responsible Person: Recommendation No. 

CAC Meeting Date: Recommendation Status:

The goal of this recommendation charter is to (a) clarify the purpose of the action plan (recommendation) 
so the team has mutual understanding, and (b) to identify objectives or actions and major milestones to 
increase the opportunity for successful completion.

Recommendation Description: 

Background, if applicable: 

Actions and Major Milestones (include dates): 

Roles, Responsibilities and Interfaces: 
Who else within SURF or third parties will be required to complete the action (recommendation)?


	Untitled

	Clear Form: 
	Recommendation Description: Communications to develop Deep Talks for use at Tribal Colleges--How can communications work with tribal colleges or organizations to offer expertise or determine if expertise is wanted. What can we learn from the colleges? Do they want a relationship with communications? Want to make sure we understand what other departments are doing with tribal outreach and if there are opportunities to work together.Come prepared to answers questions about opportunities for students/teachers/community. 1. information about SURF science/projects2. E&O Outreach: K-12 programs, teacher PD, pre-service/in-service, partnership opportunities. 3. Internships, Davis-Bahcall, REU opportunities4. Visitor Center: Tourism, hospitality, retail opportunities
	Background Info: Discussions to develop and give presentations have been ongoing; however, no action has yet been taken. We do have a number of presentations available, but this should be tailored to student and educators. We want to start with learning more about the communities.
	Recommendation No: 1
	SSAC meeting date: 
	Roles & Responsibilities: Who else within SURF or affiliates will be required to complete the recommendation?: CommunicationsIDEA
	Actions and Major Milestones (include dates): Work on this specific recommendation is being paused as SURF is instead working to develop lasting relationships with tribal colleges and other partners before developing this type of programming, or programming requested by the tribal partners themselves. These relationships are growing, as evidenced by recent visits to Sitting Bull College, Red Cloud Renewable, Red Cloud Heritage Center, and others. 
	Responsible Person: 
	Status: [OPEN]


